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Abstract

In the DO detector, muon momentum is measured by de- ___. _

flection through toroidal iron magnets. The general fea- P''"_-......"-...._. " _
tures of these magnets are discussed. We describe design _..
calculations performed with the two-dimensional codes
POISSON and ANSYS. Full three-dimensional calcula-

tions performed with the code TOSCA are also presented.
Magnetic field and flux measurements are described and ,,!!I, li M_I__

compared1IntroductionWiththe calculations, i! !-J] __ .,_I_i
• ...

A perspective view of the Fermilab DO hadron detector,
located in the DO straight section of the Tevatron collider
and scheduled to be put in operation at the end of 1991 is
shown in Figure 1. The detector has three distinct compo-
nents: a central tracking detector, a liquid argon uranium Figure 1: Perspective View of the DO Detector.
calorimeter (3 cryostats), and a muon detector [1]. The
latter consists of a set of toroidal magnets and a propor-
tional drift chamber system [2, 3]. We concentrate here on and underneath the CF toroid.
the muon detector magnets. The magnets are mounted on a platform, which moves

The muon detector magnet system is composed of three the whole detector into the collision hall. The toroids ac-
count for about 70% of the total weight of the detector,principal toroids: the central toroid which we refer to as

CF, and two end toroids which we refer to as EFs. The which is approximately 5000 metric tons. For maintenance
initial design of the DO detector included a square aper- purposes, the central toroid is made of a fixed central base
ture in the center of each EF toroid for a small end plug beam and two moving parts. Nonmagnetic stainless steel
calorimeter. When the EF toroids were built, it was de- spacers inserted between the three pairs of mating surfaces
cided to eliminate the calorimeter and to fill the aperture reduce the remanent flux and facilitate separation of the
with two small toroids, referred to as SAMUS (for Small moving parts. A selection of parameters is presented in
Angle MUon Spectrometer). Table 1.

The three major toroids are connected in series and pow-

ered by a Transrex power supply rated at 2500 A at 200 2 Field Calculations
v. The power supply, based on a 12-phase SCR circuit, is

connected in series with a 0.83 mH, 1.8 ml'/choke and a The flux distribution inside the toroids can, to a very good
reversing switch. The two SAMUS toroids axe connected approximation, be regarded as two-dimensional; further-
in series and powered with a smaller PEI 150 kW power more, because the flux is mostly confined inside the cores,
supply rated at 1250 A at 120 V. The total power consump- one expects little interaction between the magnets. The
tion of the system is 0.5 MW. Although the power supplies CF, EF and SAMUS toroids were therefore designed sepa-

_ generate a substantial amount of high frequency noise, we rately using the two-dimensional codes POISSON and AN-
found no noticeable effect on the electronics located inside SYS. The code TOSCA was then used to obtain a detailed

Manuscript submitted June 24 1991. This work wal supported three-dimensional field map of the entire magnet system
by the U.S. Department of Energy. including the supporting platform. We intend to use this



Toroids CF EF(each) SAMUS(each) 0
Axialdimension(cre) 757 152.4 167.6_
Innerwidth(cre) 635 182.8 50.8

Outerwidth(crn) 852.2 833.2 170.2(avg) / [_

Weight(ro.ton) 1973 800 32
Unitcoils 20 .5 2

Turns/coil 10 8 25
Current(A) 2500 2500 1000
Voltage(V) 107 19 46
Resistance(mrr) 42.8 7.5 46 /_
Average field (T)
Top Yoke 1.90 1.84 1.99
Side Yoke 1.91 1.96 1.56

Table 1: Toroid Parameters.

three-dimensional field map in the detector tracking soft-
ware. Figure 2: CF Toroid on Platform.

O 4b

2.1 BHCurves o , , , , , , , I ,

The verticalyokes of CF were made from the retired _ .s/y z
SUREL cyclotron yoke originally built in the 1960's, us- _,_^_-_ j/
ing forged and cast iron. The top and bottom yokes of CF ms _s ._ _ _ M .3

and ali of EF's yokes were made of hot rolled distressed _ _ _ )

ironof 1010 quality.The SAMUS yokes were made of a _" _(l _ _mixtureofRussianironequivalentto 1008and 1010qual-
ity. The BH curve used for CF was adjusted to fit the flux
measured in the top gap. For EF, we used manufacturer's
data for 1010 non-annealedsteel.Finallythe BH curve _ .m_ ._
used for the SAMUS toroidswas obtainedfrom sample a-

,,pm_ •l_ _(c,-_.,.,_)

2.2 Design of OF _._ __.....The central toroid CF on the supporting platform is shown _- _. , ._ .,
in Figure 2. The central base beam which is fixed +,othe

platform is made of three thick steel slabs, totaling 42- " .........
3/4 in high and 59 in wide, stacked and welded together. Figure 3: POISSON calculation for CF.
There are altogether 20 unit coils on the CF toroid, each
consisting of 10 turns. Five unit coils are mounted on eact:

vertical yoke, three unit coils on each top yoke and 2 unit 2.3 Design of EF and SAMUS
coils on each bottom yoke.

There are three intentional gaps, 1/8 'b inch gaps on both The EF and SAMUS toroids were first designed separately.
sides of the csntral beam, and a 3/16 th inch gap between Since the SAMUS toroids are inserted into the rectangular
the top mating surfaces of the west and east side yokes, apertures of the EF toroids, calculations were also per-
These gaps facilitate the separation of the side yokes by formed to understand mutual interference effects [5]. Two
reducing the remanent magnetic field when the power is cases, corresponding to the two possible relative flux ori-
turned off. Stainless steel plates axe used as mechanical entations, were studied. When the fluxes have opposite
spacers. These plates do not entirely fill the gap and the directions, the flux density is enhanced and more homo-
magnetic field can be measured inside five slots, geneous in both toroids. When the magnetic fluxes in EF

The two-dimensional magnetic flux distribution for the and SAMUS circulate in the same direction, the excitation
right half of toroid is shown in Figure 3. The calculations currents in the interface region circulate in opposite direc-
were performed with the code POISSON [4]. The absence tions. This results in inhomogeneous flux distributions in
of coils in the central base beam region combined with the both toroids with a more pronounced effect in the SAMUS
presence of two air gaps causes strong fringing fields. The toroid as shown in Figure 4. Since muon tracking is consid-
flux leaking out around the central beam represents 3.7 % erably simpler when both fluxes are in the same direction,
of the total flux circulating in the CF toroid, this alternative has been retained.
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Figure 4: EF and SAMUS excited in the same direction Figure 5: TOSCA model of the DO Toroids.
with 2500 A and 1000A respectively.

3 Measurements
2.4 Three-Dimensional Calculations

The magnetic field distribution in the CF gaps and the
As mentioned earlier, the basic design of the muon detec- fringing field were measured using Hall probes. The mag-
tion system is based on strictly two-dimensional calcula- netic flux was measured using flux loops wound on the
tions. However, the following issues could not be addressed yokes of toroids.
satisfactorily without recourse to full three-dimensional

analysis: 3.1 Field Measurements :

(1) The effect of the supporting steel platform on the flux The magnetic field distributions inside the three CF gaps
distribution in the CF and EF. were measured using a Hall probe for I = 2190 A. The

field distribution in the central beam gaps was measured at

(2) The magnetic force between CF and EF. several positions and the average of the field distribution
is plotted in Figure 6. The variation of the field in the

(3) The effect of the two EF toroids on the fringing field vicinity of the top surface is due to a variation in the gap
distribution inside the CF volume. This is important width. The two dips in the field distribution are caused
because the magnetic field may affect the performance by concave weldment edges of the three 14-inch thick steel
of detector components mounted inside CF. plates which form the c.entral base beam. The average field

value in the center beam gap is 1.789 T at 2190 A.

(4) The effect of the finite axial extent of CF and EF on
the flux distribution in the steel. (_c)20.0

Calculations were performed on a Solbourne Series 5 ,9, P.ok= ,8.5 ko

model 800 workstation using the code TOSCA [6]. With 64 ,,,o,. = ,7., kc

Mbytes of physical memory, the practical limit is of the or- 18c__---'-'---'_der of 100,000 nodes, corresponding to a one-dimensional B
mesh resolution of approximately 46 nodes. Symmetry, ,,.(
judicious positioning of the nodes and quadratic interpo-
lation have been used to maximize accuracy. An isometric ,e(
view of the mesh showing quadratic element boundaries is c._..t. 219o,
shown in Figure 5. '_'(

The calculations show that the presence of the platform,
made of 6 _m thick steel plates, results in a 1.3 % decrease ,4._i.......;_......._ ......._ ......._ ......._ ......._ ......._ ......._ ......._*-;-_
of the flux in the CF toroid bottom yoke. There is a 4.5 (_)
kN attractive magnetic force between the CF and each Distancefrom Top Surfoce
EF toroid which is of no practical consequence. Finally, Figure 6: Average B in the Center Beam gap at 2190 A.
compared with the results obtained from two-dimeusional
analysis, the agreement between the measured and calcu- The field was also measured in the top gap at several
lated fringing field distribution is noticeably improved [6]. locations along the longitudinal dimension for I = 2190 A.
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The field increases from 1.776 Tesla at the edge of the gap
to a maximum of 1.902 Tesla at the center. The average h._ v_ _, t**p.,_ .,., v._ s,b,,._,., "
value of the field in the top gau is 1.866 T. The gap is
nominally 3/16 '_ inch at both edges where 3/16 tb inch Z

stainless steel plates are welded. However, the mating sur- t /_f'-""'-_

facesof the top gap have not been machined completely
flatand thegap isabout 7% (0.3mm) smalleratthecenter
oftheyoke.

The field at 2500 A can be obtained by extrapolating -- -,_.,,

the measurements at 2190 A. Taking the excitation curve . ii ' "

into account, the field is estimated at 1.89 T in the top _J //

gap and 1.82 T in the bottom gap. The 4.2 % difference
between these two values is in good agreement with the
prediction of the two-dimensional calculations. "

?l_*(lea)

_O

3.2 Flux Measurements _ ............

Flux loops were used to measure the flux distribution in Figure 7: Integrated output of a typical flux loop.
each of the three toroids. To obtain spatial resolution,

loops were positioned through the body of the toroids. The 4 Acknowledgments
toroids were fabricated by welding thick steel plates and
thin slots were purposely left whenever possible to allow The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of
passageofthe fluxloopconductors, the members ofthe DO collaboration.

Sixloopswere wound acrosstheverticalyokeoftheCF
toroid.Twelve loopswerewound on eachoftheEF toroids
and eighteenloopswerewound aroundtheSAMUS toroid. References
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